“NEVER TOO LATE FOR EUROPEAN SYNERGY” (N2L84ES)

ARTISTIC "FRANGLISH"/"PUNNY" ENGLISH:
COMBINING ART, ENGLISH AND FRENCH
 We can look up the words, artists, and their paintings online.

1. "Price of gas in France"
A thief in Paris planned to steal some Paintings from the Louvre. After careful
planning, he got past security, stole the paintings, and made it safely to his van.
However, he was captured only two blocks away when his van ran out of gas. When
asked how he could mastermind such a crime and then make such an obvious error.
He replied, "Monsieur, that is the reason I stole the paintings.
I had no Monet
To buy Degas
To make the Van Gogh."
See if you have De Gaulle to forward this on . . .
I put this out there because I figured I had nothing Toulouse!
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2. Manet an art heist has failed because the these did not take Corot their car.
They needed some Juan to Gris the wheels, fix the Braques,
fill the radiator so it's not a Sisley Whistler which could alert some police Sargent,
tighten the Fantin belt and they could continue Latour de crime.
Tissot simple, but you must maintain your getaway vehicle,
So you can grab the paintings and be on your Mary way.
Cassatt is that!

3. Now it isn't the car that Matisse,
'tis the time and Cézanne which import.
Seurat hell don't get stuck in the Millet the road,
and resort to the Jacques and miss Dubuffet!
Just get Gauguin, no matter what you Rodin!
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